ACCESSIBLE ROUTE TO THE MCA VISUAL GUIDE

• Accessible route to the Commons
• Accessible route to the Theater
• Accessible route to the 4th floor
ACCESSIBLE ROUTE TO THE COMMONS

While the North Elevator is under construction, detailed is the accessible route to the Edlis Neeson theater from the 1st floor lobby.

Once you enter through the 1st floor Marisol entrance, locate the box office ahead. Ask for the accessible route if needed. A greeter or house manager will escort you along this route.

The wheelchair accessible doors can be opened by pushing the button to the right of the doors.

This entrance leads you to the Box Office lobby, and entrance to the theater.

The northwest corner of the museum, at ground level features a button activated accessible door, a revolving door, and a push door exit.
This is the first floor.
The coat check can be found at the entry of the lobby.
Turn left around the corner to the box office.

Inside the lobby of the museum on the northwest side of the building, there are purple chairs, and a coat check. Box Office is to the left, around the corner.

The Box Office is situated between the two entrances of the theater and the men's and women's restrooms. Each restroom has 34 inches of clearance when doors are open. (All gender restrooms are located on the second floor.)
The Marisol elevator is located across the 1st floor lobby where the box office is located and towards the staircase.

The elevator is located between the staircase and the Marisol counter. Past the double kitchen doors is the accessible route elevator.
The elevator is located across the employee entrance to Marisol and next to the double kitchen doors.

This is the Commons located on the 2nd floor of the museum.
ACCESSIBLE ROUTE TO EDLIS NEESON THEATER

While the North Elevator is under construction, detailed is the accessible route to the Edlis Neeson theater from the 1st floor lobby.

Once you enter through the 1st floor Marisol entrance, locate the box office ahead. Ask for the accessible route if needed. A greeter or house manager will escort you along this route.

The wheelchair accessible doors can be opened by pushing the button to the right of the doors.

This entrance leads you to the Box Office lobby, and entrance to the theater.

The northwest corner of the museum, at ground level features a button activated accessible door, a revolving door, and a push door exit.
This is the first floor.
The coat check can be found at the entry of the lobby.
Turn left around the corner to the box office.

Inside the lobby of the museum on the northwest side of the building, there are purple chairs, and a coat check. Box Office is to the left, around the corner.

The Box Office is situated between the two entrances of the theater and the men’s and women’s restrooms. Each restroom has 34 inches of clearance when doors are open. (All gender restrooms are located on the second floor.)
The Marisol elevator is located across the 1st floor lobby where the box office is located and towards the staircase.

The elevator is located between the staircase and the Marisol counter. Past the double kitchen doors is the accessible route elevator.
The elevator is located across the employee entrance to Marisol and next to the double kitchen doors.

This is the second floor Commons. The south elevator is located across the Commons and through the large doorways across from the revolving doors.
The south elevator is located across the galleries and towards the MCA Store.

The south elevator is in the Atrium next to the MCA Store. The south elevator can access the basement using a MCA employee card reader.
The theater doors are located down the basement hall and across the staff break room.

The Theater door is located across the white brick wall with directions for the basement.
There are two gendered bathrooms located in the basement down the hall from the theater doors.
ACCESSIBLE ROUTE TO THE 4TH FLOOR GALLERIES

While the North Elevator is under construction, detailed is the accessible route to the Edlis Neeson theater from the 1st floor lobby.

Once you enter through the 1st floor Marisol entrance, locate the box office ahead. Ask for the accessible route if needed. A greeter or house manager will escort you along this route.

The wheelchair accessible doors can be opened by pushing the button to the right of the doors.

This entrance leads you to the Box Office lobby, and entrance to the theater.

The northwest corner of the museum, at ground level features a button activated accessible door, a revolving door, and a push door exit.
Inside the lobby of the museum on the northwest side of the building, there are purple chairs, and a coat check. Box Office is to the left, around the corner.

The Box Office is situated between the two entrances of the theater and the men’s and women’s restrooms. Each restroom has 34 inches of clearance when doors are open. (All gender restrooms are located on the second floor.)
The Marisol elevator is located across the 1st floor lobby where the box office is located and towards the staircase.

The elevator is located between the staircase and the Marisol counter. Past the double kitchen doors is the accessible route elevator.
The elevator is located across the employee entrance to Marisol and next to the double kitchen doors.

This is the second floor Commons. The south elevator is located across the Commons and through the large doorways across from the revolving doors.
The south elevator is located across the galleries and towards the MCA Store.

The south elevator is in the Atrium next to the MCA Store. The south elevator can access the 4th floor galleries.
This is where the 4th floor galleries are located.